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Background 
Highcrest has a history of growth with several additions. However, in each of the last three years 
enrollment has exceeded 850. Additionally, Highcrest has taken steps to improve scheduling to 
increase consistency for students and collaboration for teachers. The combination of enrollment 
increases and scheduling improvements has helped, but is not sustainable. 

Another change is the addition of Therapeutic Intervention Programming, and an increase in the 
numbers of students receiving services in the Comprehensive Learning Center and the Student 
Learning Center; these were once flexible spaces for small group instruction, but they are now used 
by groups throughout the day. The increase in staff to support these programs is an additional 
demand on space. 

Teachers have been asked to share classrooms, teach on a cart, and give up space for planning 
meetings. Many staff members must share offices, and some have given up offices to accommodate 
small group instruction. 

Due to consistent space concerns, teacher meetings were held last winter to discuss priorities. The 
staff priority was more classrooms and small group work space. Based on this input, a multi-phase 
plan is being developed. The aim is to add space within the district's financial means as needed. It 
is important to note that each phase of the HMS project is independent from the next. This means 
that each year the Board will have the option to continue, or postpone, a phase of the plan based on 
available funds and needs of the District. 

Considerations 
Phase One incorporates two additions: 
1. four-classrooms along with small office and group work spaces 
2. a secure entry and relocation of the office 

Tonight, Colby Lewis from STR Partners LLC, the District's architecture firm, will present initial 
drawings of Phase One. The office addition includes administrative office spaces, nurse's office, 
and a central teacher lounge. The building's fire alarm system would be updated and classroom 
sprinklers added in the wing adjacent to the new classrooms. If the project is approved, the District 
will move forward with the design process so bid documents can go out in January 2018. 



Phase Two is already being drafted. It includes construction of the Learning Commons at HMS, the 
last D39 school to get this update. While Phases Three and Four are only conceptual at this point, 
the general plan includes: Phase Three -limited renovations to the special education classrooms, 
along with the drama and art rooms; and Phase Four- a possible cafeteria addition and renovation 
of the music rooms. As mentioned above, each phase is independent and can be eliminated or 
postponed if necessary. 

Currently, the design portion of Phase One is in process. The Board will determine in November 
whether or not to move forward on Phase One. If approved, the bid process is the next step. Once 
bids are received in February they will be evaluated and presented to the Board of Education at its 
February meeting for final approval. Designs for Phase Two will begin in the spring, and the Board 
will explore authorization for this phase at this time next year. 
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